
 

Imagine that an endangered whale could write a letter. What would the
whale say? Young writer Louise Plater asked herself just this question. She
imagined that she was a blue whale, and wrote this letter.

 

 

          Dear Humans,

 

I am a blue whale and I live in the Pacific Ocean. I am
writing this letter to ask for peace in the world’s oceans on
behalf of the creatures of the sea. For years we have lived
among the tall sea plants that grow up from the sea bed. We
have swum among the gentle waves as they lap against each
rock.
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You turn a peaceful sea into an angry sea. Now, the waves
boil and swell in huge currents. As you dump piles of smelly
oil into our clear water it becomes murky. Oil wraps itself
cruelly in a coat around so many sea birds and fish. Oil
sticks to their feathers and clings to their eyes and mouths.

It has poisoned them. It killed them. You killed them. You
kill us whales too. You hunt us in big ships. You follow us.
When you have us trapped between ships, you drop a net
down. We are victims of you, just like the birds and fish are
victims of oil. The sight of a net coming towards us fills us
with alarm. Sheer panic overcomes us. We see no way out.
The strong wires in the net press tightly against our bodies.

I have not experienced this myself. Luckily I am still alive
and able to write this letter to you. Many of my friends,
however, and family, have not been so fortunate. It is as
much for them as for anyone else that I am asking you to
stop doing this. You are driving us to extinction. Please, give
us peace.

      Yours beseechingly,

      Blue Whale
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